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The community ward meetings were made possible by a grant from Crow Wing Energize. The following content was
compiled as a part of the larger Community Engagement Plan (CEP). The responses within will help form the foundation of
the Comprehensive Plan, aiding in the development of goals, policies and action items. Our planning team believes that
the content within has been appropriately summarized, tallied, and logged.

COMPLETED BY:
City of Brainerd Planning Staff
Sourcewell
Region Five Development Commission
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Overview
The Comprehensive Plan is the leading policy tool that guides the physical growth of a city. The City of Brainerd is in the process of
updating it’s 2004 Comprehensive Plan. A key part of a Comprehensive Plan update process is public engagement. It’s through the
voices of Brainerd residents we will learn of our priorities, weaknesses, opportunities, strengths and obstacles – all helping craft a
plan that fits the needs of Brainerd residents with a scalable plan for the future.

Various ongoing initiatives are spurring excitement across the city. Feedback from these events and engagement opportunities will
be used to help craft the vision for 2035 This report outlines the feedback gathered from four neighborhood (ward) meetings that
were held in the Spring of 2018. Feedback received from the neighborhood meetings will be integrated into the following plan
elements:


Land use







Housing
Transportation
Economic development




Environment and Natural
Resources
Parks and Open Space
Active Living




Community Facilities and
Infrastructure
Others as identified

In spring of 2018, a series of ward meetings were held to address the important issues that face Brainerd’s neighborhoods. These
ward meetings were made possible through a grant from Crow Wing Energized to advance community engagement efforts as part of
the Comprehensive Plan update process. The ward meetings were an effort to address future development at a neighborhood scale.
The project team engaged with the four wards in the community for the initial phase of community engagement.
WARD 1

WARD 2

WARD 3

WARD 4

March 27, 2018,
6:00-7:30 p.m.
First
Congressional
Church
415 Juniper
Street, Brainerd
MN

March 28, 2018,
6:00-7:30 p.m.
Harrison
Elementary
School
1515 Oak Street,
Brainerd MN

April 3, 2018,
6:00-7:30 p.m.
Bethlehem
Lutheran Church

April 5, 2018,
6:00-7:30 p.m.
Trinity Lutheran
Church

418 8th Avenue
NE

1420 S 6th Street
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Ward Meeting Overview
The neighborhood workshop consisted of four (4) parts. The first portion included a short presentation by City Planning Department
staff and project consultants. This presentation gave participants an overview of the process and purpose of the plan. The second
portion of the meeting consisted of a game called “Brainerd Bucks.” Brainerd “dollars” were provided to participants totaling ten
dollars each. The game was designed to gather input on what issues were most important to their neighborhood. Residents were
asked to distribute the dollars as they see fit into a series of “buckets.” Specific planning elements and supporting concepts where
provided in hope to facilitate conversation and to better equip residents as they participated in this exercise. Planning elements and
concepts can be viewed on figure 1-1.
The third portion of the meeting consisted of a mapping exercise where
residents placed dots where areas of change were needed, identified
place that should stay the same, and enhancement areas.
The final portion of the meeting included group discussion around a series
of neighborhood questions
1) When you tell someone you live in (your ward) Brainerd and they ask what it is
like, what do you tell them?
2) What will it take to keep/attract future residents to your neighborhood?
3) Life in a community is better when neighbors interact and look out for one
another. What work to enhance this sense of community in your neighborhood?
Share examples that can be used to help residents to get to know, care for, and
celebrate with one another.

NOTE: The mapping portion will be included as a separate document with further analysis
on “place-based” solutions.
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Brainerd Buck Activity – Planning Elements and Topics Figure 1-1
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Leading Themes
As the main purpose of these outreach meetings was to gather the specific stories within the different areas of the community, we
noticed similar responses throughout this public engagement process. These neighborhood meetings outlined a series of themes
and visions that will be integrated into the overall content of the plan. The following are generalities that were gathered through the
various conversations, mapping exercises and exercises:

OUR NEIGHBORHOODS MATTER
During each ward meeting, residents noted their love and appreciation for their neighborhood. Whether it be the social or physical traits, history, family heritage, or
location to amenities, residents voiced their opinions on ways to improve their neighborhoods to help bring new residents to town and maintain the community
character.
CODE ENFORCEMENT
Participants discussed the importance of code enforcement within each ward and their specific neighborhoods Complaints around building exterior, housing or
more specifically “rental” property condition, property maintenance and the urge to clean-up rental properties were evident. Residents are looking to the city to
enforce city codes and seek ways to improve the visual image of their neighborhoods.
EXTERIOR RESIDENTIAL FAÇADE IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Residents championed the history of Brainerd and the need to improve the exterior facades of the neighborhoods in which they live. Numerous mentions of the
quality of rental units often times led conversations. Residents have a passion to improve the aesthetics and appearance of housing units; in turn will build
stronger neighborhoods and a sense of place.
WALKABILITY
Residents noted the existing walking and biking opportunities that exist within their wards. These networks either connect them to nature and area green spaces
or to the downtown. Barriers such as Washington Street/Highway 210, sidewalk maintenance, or lack of sidewalks, and snow removal were identified.
OVERALL MAINTENANCE AND STREET CONDITIONS
Street and sidewalk quality concerns were brought forth as well as additional conversation around lack of street lighting. Residents support a concerted effort to
improve snow removal. There is support for overall maintenance of the city, not specifically around street and sidewalk, but overall image, utilities and housing
stock.
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Ward Overview Highlight
WARD 1
Participants invested money in the two highest categories: economic development and housing. Residents specifically noted a
concern over rentals, enjoyment of nature and habitat close to the edges, existing affordable housing options, proximity to downtown
and the need to capture residents and visitors as they travel to the Brainerd lakes Area.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Appearance and code enforcement (12)

HOUSING
Improve rentals (13)

WARD 2
Residents invested money in the two highest categories: utilities and community facilities, and parks and open space.
Participants noted their tight-knit neighborhoods and enjoy the abundance of green space. Residents are specifically proud of the
neighborhood schools. People are looking to improve street maintenance, which in the long term will improve walkability. Looking to
improve the appearance of existing homes and improve (and provide) park and open space opportunities.
UTILITIES AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES
Police and fire (8)
Water tower (9)

PARKS AND OPEN SPACE
Riverfront (4)
Park maintenance (4)
Mature trees (4)

WARD 3
Residents invested money in the two highest categories: housing and economic development. Participants are proud of
neighborhood history and the positive change that has occurred. Home to generations of families. People are looking to improve
rental conditions and code enforcement, improve walkability, recruit more industry to provide quality jobs, and provide housing
options for baby boomers.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Appearance and code enforcement (14)
Downtown development (14)

HOUSING
Improve rentals (12)
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WARD 4
Residents invested money in the two highest categories: transportation and housing. Residents would like improved code
compliance, property maintenance and rental façade improvements and looking to increase home ownership. Seek to improve street
conditions and improve snow removal.
TRANSPORTATION
Maintenance

HOUSING
Private investments
Affordable, quality housing
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Brainerd Bucks Ward Totals - Figure 2-2
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This exercise was designed to identify priority topics that were most important to residents in their neighborhoods. Guests were provided “dollars”
which represented their investment and were asked to invest their money in the categories that were most important to them.
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Ward 1
Ward 1 is generally comprised as the southwest quadrant of Brainerd. Nearly 15 people
attended this neighborhood meeting. Residents invested in the top two categories: economic
development and downtown. Below is a summary of the leading planning elements and tracks
the responses that were written on the back of the dollar that was submitted.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

$24

Appearance and code enforcement (14)
Downtown development (5)
Offer better jobs so people can stay here (2)
Recycling industry by Thompson concrete

ACTIVE/HEALTHY COMMUNITIES

$20

Improve rentals (13)
Provide diverse housing (6)
Improve housing quality (2)

$19

Improved trail networks (6)
Farmer’s market/healthy food (5)
Improve community health (2)
More community gardens
Trail from Buffalo Hills to Bridge at HWY 371 S
Trail along riverfront connecting city parks

TRANSPORTATION
Additional sidewalks (4)
Maintenance (4)
Better public transportation, vans instead of buses (2)
Highway 210
Additional trails
Slower speed in town

HOUSING

PARKS & OPEN SPACE

$17

Mature trees (2)
Riverfront (2)
Park maintenance

$15

LAND USE
Downtown Commercial (3)
Good jobs (3)
Enhance green space (3)
Commercial (2)
Medium density
Industrial
Senior housing close to downtown
Look at possible rezoning areas

UTILITIES/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

$17

Overall maintenance of city (7)
Fire and police (5)
Public buildings (2)
Water tower
Fix the alleys

$15

OTHER
Better paying jobs (2)
Focus more on the people who live here

$3
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When you tell someone that you live in
southwest Brainerd, and they ask what it is
like? What do you tell them?























Too noisy/ noise pollution
Industrial recycling place, smells
Need to rezone
Friendly community with regular activities
Use of trails and biking, bike friendly
30+ year resident and happy where they
live
Attraction of Brainerd Lakes Area
Methadone clinic (negative)
Holiday Inn and teen challenge concern
Loss of golf course and green space
Concern over rental units
Maintain residential areas to keep out
rentals
Single family residential needs to stay
that way
Relatively quiet, well kept
South 6th street can be busy and noisy
Rural on edges with wildlife
Crestview development
Walkability is good
Close to downtown
Kids walk to school
Older part of town
Affordable housing

What will it take to keep/attract future residents
in your neighborhood?













Sense of place in neighborhood
Limit rentals to specific zones
Better code enforcement
Follow policies better
Confidence in comprehensive plan
Scared of investments into home
South 6th Street - many neighbors do not
want a sidewalk
Parking problems, no sidewalk
Decide if we are an aging population or a
young population
More housing to attract new residence
Neighborhood watch

Life in a community is better when neighbors
interact and look out for one another. What
works to enhance this sense of community in
your neighborhood. Share examples that can
be used in your neighborhood to help
residents to get to know, care for and
celebrate with one another.






Block parties
Neighbors don’t know each other
Mowing your neighbor’s lawns
Engaging neighbors
South 6th street sidewalk might bring
neighborhoods/ neighbors together
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Ward 2
Ward 2 is generally comprised as the northwest quadrant of Brainerd. Nearly 15 people
attended this neighborhood meeting. Residents invested in the top two categories: utilities
and facilities, and parks and open spaces. Below is a summary of the leading planning
elements and tracks the responses that were written on the back of the dollar that was
submitted.

UTILITIES AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES

$24

PARKS AND OPEN SPACE

Water tower (9)
Police and fire (8)
Overall maintenance (3)
Too much filth (2)
HOUSING

Riverfront (4)
Park maintenance (4)
Mature trees (4)
Additional parks (2)
$15

Improve rentals (9)
Improve housing quality (3)
Provide diverse housing (2)

TRANSPORTATION
Additional trails/maps (4)
Better city transportation (2)
Maintenance (2)
Highway 210 (2)
Additional sidewalks on riverside and excelsior road

$18

LAND USE

$15

Preserve/enhance green space (6)
Commercial (2)
Medium density
High-density downtown
Downtown commercial
Industrial

$11

ACTIVE/HEALTHY
COMMUNITIES
Improved trail networks (4)
Improve community health (2)
Farmers market/healthy food (2)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

$14

Downtown development (7)
Community appearance/code enforcement (4)
Job creation
Help elderly or handicapped with yard appearances

$9

OTHER

$4

SJMC parking (3)
Community center
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When you tell someone that you live in
northwest, and they ask what it is like? What
do you tell them?

















Tight knit community
Great green space
Neighborhood schools
o Northwest
Neighborhood has 3 streets
Neighborhood get together/email lists
o Southwest
Lots of kids, no sidewalks, no street
lights
Street maintenance, snow plowing can
be improved
Lost neighborhood (3 blocks from Baxter
line)
A lot of public housing
Don’t get the cohesion
Small houses (600- 1,000 SF)
Things change with season
Walkable/ Highway 210 bridge
o Tyrol Drive
City within city
Have street lights but have started
removing
Have garage sales and centrally located

What will it take to keep/attract future residents
in your neighborhood?













Development is full/self-attractive
Upkeep of homes
Respectful neighbors, including public
Sidewalks (College Drive rebuild)
Some type of city park – at College?
Houses in neighborhood sell well
Big age spread
No park
Public access to a park
Some people move out but most stay for
decades
Invest in infrastructure (sewer/water)

Life in a community is better when neighbors
interact and look out for one another. What
works to enhance this sense of community in
your neighborhood. Share examples that can
be used in your neighborhood to help
residents to get to know, care for and
celebrate with one another.






Community Liaison
Nights out/ healthy neighborhood
Concerts in park
Arts in park
One or two homeowners you can be
friends with
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Ward 3
Ward 3 is generally comprised as the northeast quadrant of Brainerd. Nearly 20 people
attended this neighborhood meeting. Residents invested in the top two categories: housing
and economic development. Below is a summary of the leading planning elements and
tracks the responses that were written on the back of the dollar that was submitted.

HOUSING

$36

Improve rentals (14)
Improve housing quality (8)
Provide diverse housing (6)
LAND USE

Riverfront (6)
Mature trees (6)
Park maintenance (4)
Draw kids and families (4)
Additional parks

$29

Downtown development (12)
Appearance/code enforcement (12)
Develop outside of downtown, too
$28

Preserve/enhance green space (10)
Industrial (6)
Low density housing (2)
Medium density (2)
High density
Mix of land uses
No more downtown parking lots

PARK AND OPEN SPACE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

TRANSPORTATION

$27

Maintenance (9)
Additional sidewalks (6)
Additional trails (4)
Highway 210
Slow down speeds

$28

ACTIVE/HEALTHY
COMMUNITIES
Improved trail networks (6)
Improve community health (5)
Farmers market/healthy food
In-town trails
More community facilities

UTILITIES/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

$26

Fire and police (8)
Overall maintenance (7)
Water tower (5)
Do not take down historical buildings (3)
Maintain existing landmarks

$19

OTHER

$3

Schools that are clean and safe (2)
Education
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When you tell someone that you live in
northeast Brainerd, and they ask what it is
like? What do you tell them?









Lots of history
Proud of their neighborhood
Long term residents
Good sense of community
A lot of good change over the years
Smaller neighborhood where neighbors
know each other
Home to generations of families
Rental units have become a problem

What will it take to keep/attract future residents
in your neighborhood?











Recruit more industry to the area
Good paying jobs
More code enforcement
Keeping neighborhood schools
Focus on sidewalks
Taking better care of properties
Ease up on permit costs
More gatherings
Townhomes for baby boomers

Life in a community is better when neighbors
interact and look out for one another. What
works to enhance this sense of community in
your neighborhood. Share examples that can
be used in your neighborhood to help
residents to get to know, care for and
celebrate with one another.







Annual get together at parks
Church is open to the community
Community garden
Community picnic
Increase volunteer force
Help a senior weekend
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Ward 4
Ward 4 is generally comprised as the southeast quadrant of Brainerd. Nearly 15 people
attended this neighborhood meeting. Residents invested in the top two categories:
transportation and housing. Below is a summary of the leading planning elements and
tracks the responses that were written on the back of the dollar that was submitted.

TRANSPORTATION

$26

Maintenance (4)
More sidewalks (2)
Transit
Norwood street
UTLITIES/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

HOUSING

$24

Affordable, quality housing (2)
Private investments (2)
For people with minor offenses you do not qualify for
HRA or Section 8 housing as a result
$20

Water tower (3)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

$18

Community appearance/code
enforcement (3)
Preserve classic old buildings and
homes (2)
Become less strict on property
maintenance requirements

Police and fire (3)
Overall maintenance of the city

PARKS AND OPEN SPACE

$14

Park maintenance (4)
Splash parks (4)
Mature trees (3)
Riverfront (2)
Additional parks

LAND USE
Preserve/enhance green space (2)
Mixed use
Low-density housing
Industrial

$12

OTHER
Preserve the Mississippi (2)
Private investments, not city taxes
Save money

$18

ACTIVE/HEALTHY COMMUNITIES

$5

Complete Cuyuna Lakes Trail connection
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When you tell someone that you live in
southeast Brainerd, and they ask what it is
like? What do you tell them?














Not like it used to be
Stay off Pine Street
Avoid Rentals
Scary, but going to get better
Keep an eye on rentals, wish landlords
were held accountable
Need more controlled intersections
Like the character and architecture
Need more home owners
Needs better traffic flow
Dislikes rental home maintenance
Not happy- transient neighbor
Neighborhood is not bad, streets are in
shambles
Walking distances to small business,
schools, YMCA

What will it take to keep/attract future residents
in your neighborhood?






Protect residential zoning
Turn on street lights
Code enforcement
Help homeowners fix problems
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